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Abstract. XML is a markup language with a clear hierarchical structure. Validating an XML document against a schema document is an important part in the workflow incorporating XML documents. Most approaches use grammar based schema languages. Grammar based schemas are well suited for the syntax definition of an XML document, but come to their limits when semantic properties are to be defined. This paper presents a rule based, first order schema language, complementary to grammar based schema languages, demonstrating its strength in defining semantic properties for an XML document.

1 Introduction

XML [9] [4] is an easily extensible markup language with a hierarchical structure, readable by computers as well as by humans. Own sub languages, can be defined with a so called schema. A schema defines the languages syntax and semantics. Syntax means the hierarchy of the XML elements. The term semantics depends on the expressiveness of the chosen schema language.

Own sub languages with syntax and semantics defined in a schema can be used as an exchange or serialisation format for data used in an application. In many cases, XML data gets from a producer to a consumer, which treats the received XML documents. It is important to define clearly the languages syntax and semantics, similar to the definition of public methods or functions in libraries, so that the producer and consumer of XML documents have the same understanding of the document. Different grammar based languages exist to create these definitions. DTD (Document Type definition) [2] was a first attempt for a grammar based schema language. DTD is itself not written in XML, name spaces are not supported and certain syntactical aspects cannot be expressed. These points turned out to be a too big disadvantage. W3C designed XML schema [12] [14] as alternative to DTD and is now widely used to define the syntax of XML sub languages. W3C XML schema as well as Relax NG [15] are grammar based schema languages written in XML itself. The purpose of grammar based schema languages is mainly to define a document’s syntax.

The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 shows the limits of grammar based schema languages justifying why it is necessary to introduce a new kind of schema languages. One of these new kind and more powerful languages, CLiXML, is introduced and explained more detailed in Section 3 using an example. Section 4 shows some alternatives to CLiXML and finally Section 5 concludes this paper.
Limits of Grammar Based Schema Languages

Grammar based languages are well suited for a languages syntax definition, but reach quickly their limits when they are used to define semantic properties of an XML document. In the case of grammar based schema languages, semantics means specifying data types of attribute values. W3C XML schema knows simple and complex data types. Elements, Comments and Text belong to complex data type. Attribute values, comparable to simple data types, such as integers or strings, in programming languages, are simple data types. Complex data types can be extended using choices and sequences. Simple types can be adapted using restrictions, enumerations and regular expressions. This approach lets one define only a very limited set of semantics properties.

Let us illustrate the restricted schema capabilities with an example. Listing 1 shows an XML representation of an oriented labeled loop free graph respecting referential integrity. Referential integrity means that each edge is connected to an existing vertex. The graph consists of a list of vertices. Each vertex has a label (identifier, attribute id) and a list of edges from the vertex to other vertices, defined by the to attribute in the edge element. These syntactical properties can be easily defined by a grammar based schema.

```
<graph>
  <vertex id="0">
    <edge to="5"/>
    <edge to="6"/>
  </vertex>
  <vertex id="5"/>
  <vertex id="6"/>
  ...
</graph>
```

Listing 1. An XML representation of an oriented labeled loop free graph.

Consider the case of writing an application which expects as input an oriented loop free connex graph respecting referential integrity, in XML format, from an external source. We cannot trust this external source to deliver graphs as expected. Our application that treats these documents only works fine if the input document meets the given requirements. Hence we have to test the XML documents if they represent a graph that is oriented, loop free, connex and respecting referential integrity prior to the treatment within the application. This can happen using either the host language, the language in which the XML treating application is written, or using a schema document and a schema validator which checks whether the document meets all requisites specified in the schema document. Using a schema has the advantage that it can be negotiated between the document provider and the user before writing any applications. The schema document acts as an interface descriptor or contract between provider and consumer. Both parties, the provider and the consumer, can check the XML documents against the same schema.

Properties being well formed and having a valid semantics can be tested using grammar based schema. The documents correct structure, i.e. whether the labels are integer
and unique values, whether the graph element contains only vertex elements, the vertex elements contain only edges and so on, can be verified with an XML schema. Semantic properties, like testing whether the graph is connex, loop free and is respecting referential integrity cannot be tested using W3C XML schemas. W3C XML schemas are missing powerful constructs letting define required relationships between any components within the XML document. Roberts [10] describes it as missing cross-field checks such as "if element x contains value y then element z should be mandatory". W3C schema grammars allows only to define which element x can appear as child of element z, but any other conditions than parent-child relationship cannot be expressed. Hence a new kind of not grammar based schema has to be introduced. The solution therefore are rule based schemas. Section 3 gives a short introduction to the most outstanding rule based schema language: Constraint Language in XML (CLiXML). Unlike grammar based schema languages, rule based schema languages have a much simpler structure. A rule based schema consists of a list of rules. Each rule has an output part which will be outputted by the schema validator when the rule succeeds, respectively fails and the rule itself, which contains constraints and restrictions of the XML document, and its content, i.e. required relationships between its content.

3 Testing of Semantical Properties in XML Documents

W3C XML schema cover basically syntactical properties. So only semantical properties have to be tested by the newly introduced language, since it does not assert it’s claim to be an all-in-one language suitable for every purpose, doing work already done by W3C XML schema. All grammar based rules show that their template-like structure is cumbersome and hindering to describe semantical properties. They let only define a parent child relationship. In the language described here, CLiXML, another approach is used. Nodes (elements, attributes, text, comments) are selected by an XPath [3] expression and constraints are set up on, respectively between the selected nodes. XPath is the language defined by W3C to select nodes of an XML document. Selections are made using a regular expression inspired language, adopted for XML's tree structure. XPath requests result in lists. Hence using first order logic expressions seems to be quite a natural approach.

Quantifiers forall and exists contain a predicate variable (variable name and an XPath expression to select a list of nodes). The quantifier contains a further quantifier, a logical predicator (equal, less, bigger...) or a logical operator (and, or, not, ...). Predicators are binary. This means that predicator elements contain two attributes op1 and op2, which are both related together by the predicator. Logical operators are elements that group operators, predicators or quantifiers. Nested quantifiers and predicators can use the preliminarily defined variable to specify the needed relationships between the selected nodes; i.e. inner quantifiers can define XPath expressions relative to the selected node or comparators can use the selected node and compare it with another one. The quantifiers act like iterators when being evaluated. In each iteration step, the predicate variable takes one value from the list. A forall test succeeds only if the nested test succeeds for all iteration steps. Exists succeeds if the nested test succeeds for at least one iteration step.
CLiXML was specified by Systemwire [1]. Systemwire integrated their implementation of CLiXML into a commercial product but published the languages XML schema on their website. An open source version [7] of CLiXML, corresponding to the XML schema, is being implemented by one of the authors of this paper. The open source implementation is also used in the VeriNeC project [13] [8] [6].

Let us illustrate the language’s power using our example from Listing 1. Among others, we required that the graph fulfills referential integrity. I.e. each edge leads to an existing vertex. In other words, for all edge destination id’s there must exist a vertex such that the edge destination id is the same as the vertex id. Or mathematically: Let us illustrate the language’s power using our example from Listing 1. Among others, we required that the graph fulfills referential integrity. I.e. each edge leads to an existing vertex. In other words, for all edge destination id’s there must exist a vertex such that the edge destination id is the same as the vertex id. Or mathematically: 

$$\forall e \in \text{/graph/vertex/edge}, \exists v \in \text{/graph/vertex}: e/@to = v/@id.$$ 

This can be translated into the CLiXML rule illustrated in Listing 2.

```
<rule id="valid_edges">
    <report>edge leads to non existing vertex</report>
    <forall var="edge" in="/graph/vertex/edge">
        <exists var="vertex" in="/graph/vertex">
            <equal op1="vertex/@id" op2="edge/@to" />
        </exists>
    </forall>
</rule>
```

Listing 2. An referential integrity CLiXML rule.

One could argue that the id and idref types from XML schema are able to describe exactly this scenario. But when using different elements with id attributes, XML schema can only test if the referenced ids exist, but not if they exist where they are expected. Listing 3 shows a graph with labeled edges, where the edge labels are also id attributes. In this case schema is not able to make a difference between ids of a vertex and ids of an edge. So it would be possible to define an edge connected to another edge if we would just rely on W3C schema.

```
<graph>
    <vertex id="0">
        <edge id="e1" to="5"/>
        <edge id="e2" to="6"/>
    </vertex>
    <vertex id="5"/>
    <vertex id="6"/>
    ...
</graph>
```

Listing 3. An XML representation of an oriented labeled loop free graph with labeled edges.

Testing whether the graph is loop free can be done using the label property in an oriented graph. For all vertices srcV and for all edges within the vertex srcV, named dst, it must hold that the id of the source Vertex srcV is strictly smaller than the “to” attribute of the destination vertex dst.
Or mathematically:
\[ \forall srcV \in '/graph/vertex', \forall dst \in '$srcV/edge$': \$srcV/@id < dst/@to \]

Listing 4 shows the CliXML rule which tests whether the graph is loop free or not.

```xml
<rule id="loop_free">
  <report>graph is cyclic</report>
  <forall var="srcV" in="/graph/vertex">
    <forall var="dst" in="$srcV/edge">
      <less op1="$srcV/@id" op2="$dst/@to" />
    </forall>
  </forall>
</rule>
```

**Listing 4.** An CliXML rule that checks for loop freeness.

Finally, checking whether the graph is connex can be done checking whether all vertices are reachable, except the vertex with the smallest id. In words, for all vertices, there exist an edge leading to it, or the vertice is the first.

\[ \forall v \in '/graph/vertex', \exists e \in '/vertex/edge': \$v/@id = \min(/vertex/@id) \lor \$v/@id = \$e/@to \]

```xml
<rule id="connex">
  <report>graph is not connex</report>
  <forall var="v" in="/graph/vertex">
    <exists var="e" in="/graph/vertex/edge">
      <or>
        <equal op1="$v/@id" op2="\min(/graph/vertex/@id)="/>
        <equal op1="$v/@id" op2="$e/@to"/>
      </or>
    </exists>
  </forall>
</rule>
```

**Listing 5.** Listing: An CliXML rule that checks whether the graph is connex.

Listing 5 shows the rule that checks whether the graph is connex.

3.1 Macros

CLiXML offers the possibility to write own macros. A macro is a template like structure. A macro is defined by a name, contains a list of parameters and a macro body. A macro can be called with a macro call element, containing a list of parameters. When a macro is called, the caller element is replaced by the definition body, with the variables replaced by it’s parameters within the macro body. Macros can contain calls to other macros or to themselves. On a macro call, macro’s are always evaluated by one level. Only when coming to the evaluation of a macro call in the body of the previously replaced macro, the macro is replaced by the next level. This level by level evaluation allows to write recursive macros.
3.2 User Defined Functions

Where CLIXML predicates, quantifiers and macros are not enough, one can introduce own validator functions. Therefore the validator has to be extended and these functions are only usable in the validator they were written for. Open CLIXML offers an interface which functions must implement. But these functions cannot be used on other implementations using another mechanism for user defined functions.

A function contains a name which is passed by an attribute and function parameters by a list of elements. Implementing own functions should be avoided, wherever possible, since own function implementations depend on validators implementation and cannot be passed as easily as the schema document. Using the example graphs, lets choose colored graphs and decide whether the number of used colors equals the graphs chromatic number. This would be a candidate to be expressed in a user defined function since macros are not adapted to do things that are that complex as determining the chromatic number.

4 Alternatives to CLIXML

This section gives a short overview of alternatives for CLIXML allowing to define semantic properties.

4.1 Using a Host Language

One alternative to check the XML Document’s semantical validity is surely doing this by own written functions in the host language of the application, using or building up the XML document. By doing so, one loses the independence of host systems. XML’s strength is its independence from programming languages and systems, and it is not in XML’s sense to hard code a semantics validator. Creator and consumer have to agree on the same validating function. When one side uses another host language, they have to write their own validator and it is not guaranteed that it behaves as the other side’s validator. Another consequence using the host language instead of a schema document is, that one is losing the schema as contract document. One should be discouraged from hard coding the document’s semantics in a host language language.

4.2 Schematron

As alternative to CLIXML, there exists Schematron [5]. Schematron is a rule based schema language also using XPath expressions, very similar to CLIXML. Reference implementation is written in XSLT. This is a very interesting concept, since it can be employed wherever an XSLT processor exists. Schematron’s drawback is that it is not very strongly structured. Instead of splitting up rules into hierarchically nested elements, it uses a flat structure. The whole complexity of a rule lies within a single attribute containing an own language paired with XPath. Hence recursive definitions are not possible. It is proposed to use javascript or any other wrapper language \(^1\) to eliminate this drawback. Schematron’s drawbacks rise from a too simple and flat language structure, but allow an XSLT implementation.

\(^1\) language which calls the validator
4.3 OASIS Content Assembly Mechanism

Content Assembly Mechanism (CAM) [11] was specified by the OASIS group. It aims to be a system to define, validate and compose XML documents. Unlike CLiXML, it is quite complex since it was designed for more tasks than CLiXML. CAM contains a part with rule based schemas. In CAM they are called business rules. The business rules are similar flat structured as rules in schematron with the same drawbacks. Recursive structures are missing. This makes CAM less powerful in expressing semantic rules than CLiXML. Constraint actions (see Listing 6) catches the readers eyes, when browsing the CAM tutorials.

<constraint action="functionName(xpath)"/>

Listing 6. A CAM constraint action.

The action attribute contains a java or c like function call with an XPath parameter. Such structured, nested content within one attribute is an indicator for improper language design. Having a closer look at the schema definition of CAM makes our skepticism stronger. The action attribute is declared as an unstructured string, but in the tutorials described as a c-like function call. Listing 7 shows a proper suggestion splitting up function name and XPath parameter into own attributes for improvement. The function like structure from Listing 6 has been apparently chosen, to keep the definition part simple and the language easily readable by humans. But this introduction of unstructured data makes it more difficult to be treated by an application. CAM offers a much longer list of useful predicates than CLiXML or Schematron do. CAM is used by a community, including people from industry.

<constraint action="functionName" parameter="xpath"/>

Listing 7. A proposal for a proper CAM constraint action.

5 Conclusion

CLiXML has been used by the autor of this paper to define acceptable event series in simulation log files [8]. By using CLiXML, we experienced that CLiXML is working fine for strongly nested documents, but is rather clumsy for flat structure XML files.

Coming back to our graph example, using a structure as in Listing 8 complicates things a lot. We have to use recursive macros and things gets unnecessarily complicated, when a flat structure is chosen. Taking a well adapted XML structure reduces complexity for the schema as well as for the application treating the data.
CLiXML specifications are not everywhere as precise as they should. This imprecise specification lets the risk of not being compatible with the original CLiXML implementation. Details about how a macro is called are missing and the report output is completely open too. The macro calls are made from the Macro namespace. But a schema belonging to this namespace is missing. An own schema has been introduced there. The CLiXML schema itself was in some minor points not W3C schema compliant and needed adjustment. As a help to understand why a test failed, the open source implementation of CLiXML offers the possibility to add a stack trace to the report, showing which part of the rules failed and which succeeded. Quantifiers show in the stack trace which values a variable has taken during testing a document. Stack traces including variables has turned out to be useful.

This paper presented the relevance of schema documents in the workflow process where XML data is used. The limited capabilities for describing semantics using a schema document were explained using the graph example. Finally the rule based schema language, CLiXML was explained and compared to other rule based languages.
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